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NEW QUESTION: 1
What is the output when the following shell script executes?
Cat <<foobar
Hello foobar
foobar
A. The contents of the file foobar
B. Hello foobar
C. Hello
D. No output but a file named foobar is created
E. Hello foobar
Answer: B
Explanation:
Topic 4, Volume D

NEW QUESTION: 2
A customer has a volume that was created with the wrong datapage size. What is the simplest
and least disruptive method to change this volume's page size?
A. Migrate the volume, then delete the source volume
B. Mirror the volume, then migrate to mirror
C. Mirror the volume, then mount the mirrored volume
D. Copy the volume, then mount the new volume

Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 3
Examine these statements:
Which two corrections will allow this anonymous block to execute successfully?
A. Add wk# .NEXT; before the 7th line.
B. Add wk#. EXTEND (1); before the 5th line.
C. Replace lines 5 and 6 with wk# (i) := tp_rec# (i, i);
D. Add i PLS_INTEGER; before the 3rd line.
E. Change line #2 to wk# tp_test# := tp_test# (tp_rec# ());
Answer: B,C
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